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lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel: 852-3116-0137  3618-7808  Tel: 65-6353-3647  Fax: 852-3111-4197  3007-8352 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable 
HKU’s Court & Chairman of the Council 
Mr. Li Kwok-cheung 
Dear Sir:  

The University of Hong Kong  
Pokfulam Road Hong Kong

Tel： 2859-2222 
Fax: 2546-0456  2858 2549 

vcoffice@hku.hk
I, Lin Zhen Man, HKID 188015(3) or SGID 2665604D. 

Please read www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm , Hong Kong will be the origin of the third world war as well as 
vaccine great wars!   The focus is surrounding my medical invention of『Surface Treatment of SARS Infected 
Lungs』or the folk adage is “Washing Lung” treatment, at the SARS crisis time, I at once facsimile the draft to the 
Hong Kong chief executive office on 15 May 2003, afterward by the Faculty of Medicine Dean Dr. Chung Sheung 
Chee of CUHK at once to host this “Washing Lung” treatment stealthily use for all SARS patients but not to sign 
identification by either patient or family members that only can lift the SARS calamity in HK with China… 
Subsequently, from the SARS Legislative investigation Committee subpoenaed that TV news I clearly heard Mr. 
Sydney Chung testify: "... do not obtain consent at once for “Washing Lung” for SARS patient, I disagree , But 
Margaret Chan Fung Fu-chun have spoken too: “…do not panic, we have a CPC central secret order! " ...  

Because of the "vaccine" of the false and harmful by above my invention to completely pierced, so Margaret 
Chan Fung Fu-chun who must hand a “center secret order” from Mr. Jiang of CP China to conceal my this medical 
invention but have no choice to stealthily use too!  Why?  Because the “vaccine” use is a fooling tool originates 
from the West but it is heavily used by CP China!     

At the same time, the above invention of PCT/SG03/00145 also include a new "temperature difference" or a 
proverb is “refrigeration” treatment which also opens a lifesaving window for cancer patients and already success 
used at Mary Hospital of HK and report on www.ycec.com/Cure- cancer-hk.htm, but why keep silent and lie low 
after？ 

Thereafter, anyone can see there is no medical basis only for cheat all the little girls to afraid to be taken in as 
vaccine of Human Papillomavirus, Cervical Cancer ( HPV ) etc. those are same as the Influenza Vaccines to boast 
can to prophylaxis Oncogene by “viral infection” again to label “made in Britain” and high prices 2-4k of HK$ only 
to sell at Hong Kong, first of all let tie in with concealing my invention by those medical treatment group to make 
staggering profits that since 2006year…, but the price is unrealistic, as in the www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm page, 
when I sent a letter to the Family Planning Association of HK Gov., on Sept. 24, 2016 after, the Community Care 
Fund of HK Gov., at once to announce to cancel allowance for ordinary citizen of HK and only to retain allowance 
cervical carcinoma (HPV) vaccine free of charge to continue cheating all schoolgirl as well as little girl of Hong Kong!  

 Namely: needless money again not to injections the HPV, not have yet!  So the wheedle witchcraft already to 
lift at another gradation now, namely, no matter my invention can save how much life that have not any leeway to 
consult, so the vicious political tricks by CP China in Hong Kong that at here to show undoubtedly!   

Thereafter, by above-mentioned PCT/SG03/00145 of international application extension, then the ex-Chief 
Executive Tung Chee-hwa of HK insisted grant HK1060833 patent for me after, same by a “center secret order” from 
CP China Mr. Jiang to call out all the media stir in Hong Kong, so Mr. Tung is compelled to resign so on scenes 
of…on March of 2004.  In the same year, although you have from the CUHK principal to take office of Education 
Bureau director and to make place for Dr. Chung Sheung Chee after, but you are an influential person of medicine 
or the academic circle, so above the fact, you do not have any reasons to arrogation for not knowing!     

Especially since the return CP China of 97 after, it was handled by Margaret Chan Fung Fu-chun, so all below 
18 ages HK citizen fully to suppose same “countryside child of suck finger” must to shot three intensive of “measles 
vaccine” only non-moron of not for whole HK people that at above main page shows no doubt!   Therefore, WHO 
Margaret Chan Fung Fu-chun was self-knowledge who not escape responsibility in spite of already to leave office 
too afraid to return to Hong Kong now!  

Now look back to your HKU those what is called medical experts Kwok-Yung YUEN, Ho, Pak Leung with 
Professor HUI Shu Cheong of CUHK them why not afraid to become a whole people butcher hanging on the cross?  
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And those three monsters who unexpectedly subordinate for Your Excellency with before you in CUHK, not to 
mention you also from 2002-07year worked the Secretary for Education in HK, unless you tacitly agree that the huge 
Lee family are beneficiaries of all been fools for all people of HK? Otherwise, you can not ordinary to look at, if not, 
where your social morality?  This is the subject of today my letter!   

Firstly, please view www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm which you will find I had a letter to Professor HUI Shu 
Cheong of CUHK on March 13, 2017 that fact, please asked him or Kwok-Yung YUEN why not dare to respond in 
writing to explain to the public?  

According to the data provided by Centre for Health Protection of HK on July 25, 2017, there were more than 
346 acute adult cases of influenza and 240 people were killed within more than 2 months, under 18age children the 
influenza have 25 cases including death of four children, so than SARS madness of murder is of no great difference! 

Earlier, I have clearly stated in PCT/SG03/00145 to define: “As there is a need to define air as an interface, so 
SARS infection is a kind of surface ulcerous infection.  This is a new medical definition, which is likely to 
revolutionize lung treatment! ”  So to wash a lung easily, and I also sent a letter to HUI Shu Cheong agreeing 
that: as long as it can save a life, Kwok-Yung YUEN who the same year to "creative" by “physiological saline” to act 
at HKTV on Sep.12, 2004 to palm off my invention that PFCO liquid of wash lung also be call the Director of 
Intellectual Property Ms Ada KL Leung of HK to granted a patent for Kwok-Yung YUEN or HUI Shu Cheong these 
two “resist SARS-fighters” I have no complaints ! 

Moreover, from www.ycec.net can be seen, Kwok-Yung YUEN 's “creativity” 
is not already spread throughout the Chinese mainland, the Communist Party of 
China those old leaders who lived for near hundred years before dying is also due 
to benefits from Kwok-Yung YUEN 's “invention”! 

Moreover, the “resist SARS-fighters” of HUI Shu Cheong not yet just to 
call by ex-WTO Margaret Chan to South Korea to play "wash lung professor" on 
2015year that only can to fall away the new SARS of South Korea MERS, could 
it be said today’s Hong Kong people non-human?! 

As shown in the picture right, even a lioness can take care of a stray lamb with care! Is it possible that 
Kwok-Yung YUEN with HUI Shu Cheong two professors then can witness little child close to death and still do not 
come to the rescue and behave worse less than animals!  

Namely, Kwok-Yung YUEN with HUI Shu Cheong two professors already holding the technique of “wash 
lung” treatment in hand, but when so many urgent need of life-saving time, two professors still lose themselves with 
the murderer of facing the street simply no difference!  Therefore, these two brute professors have no choice but to 
stay on at HKU with CUHK and must investigated the behavior fault of public office staffs with murder citizen crime, 
it will be chairman you can not be regard as unimportant in my subject of one; 

In addition, as in above the main page that I had a letter to the Director of Health on May 19, 2016, to see 
the www.ycec.com/HK/160519.pdf or letter to HUI Shu Cheong that www.ycec.com/HK/170313.pdf also see the same, 
that “viral genome can or can’t to replication” in modern Chinese and Western that medical textbooks still not 
to a last word, so it how can the " viral infection " is said?  And also how can to said if to be vaccinated after may 
be produce "antibodies" for the “virus”?  But also allow a small hospital can do a small experiment it can be 
“virus infection” that immediately bankruptcy!  

But often from the past TV news, Kwok-Yung YUEN often create rumors on the TV saying: “virus gene can 
be automatically copied (replication) in the body” and using his professor status at public TV to designedly for 
the “vaccine” mold can heighten the “flu virus antibodies” to cheat public that early lead to HKU’s group 
honor does not exist already!  True or not?!  

But there had some to shot flu vaccine after still to death that bereaved to bring up query time, Kwok-Yung 
YUEN also often on TV to “explained” this is the “virus variation” continue to deceive the public shot flu 
vaccine!   Also as www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm that recorded on July 21, 2017, when the 醫管局 to admit all 
the die flu that total had 40% to shot flu vaccine still to death suddenly in an uproar with swearword for public at 
HK after, but the Kwok-Yung YUEN still continue as in the past on TV brag because the “virus variation” want to 
continue to cheat public! 

Is it possible that Kwok-Yung YUEN really do not know “genetic variation or mutation” that is 
extremely limited even in millions of years?  

Could it be said that Kwok-Yung YUEN really don’t know "the virus is not a variant" just enter the lungs of 
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the bacteria to bring different species of different virus genes only?   Is the Kwok-Yung YUEN still really do not 
know that bacterial infection is only the main cause of influenza rather than "virus infection"?  Not too! 

Please enter www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm again, because the “genetic variation or mutation” as early 
as a joke, when other medical officials still dare not on TV to utter nonsense again trick shot flu vaccine time, 
lasting not to show up your Dr. Ho, Pak Leung at this point come forward in Aug. 16, 2017 to nonsense: “…the 
vaccine even though to be overdue, for the body too not hindrance, overdue vaccine may affect the results! " in 
order to beat around the bush to attempt once again mislead the public into taking the vaccine ! 

It can be seen from the above, that Kwok-Yung YUEN, Ho, Pak Leung and HUI Shu Cheong fully aware that 
all vaccines are false and harmful but why are they lying on the public platform to plot to murder public?  This also 
is chairman you can not be unimportant to look at with my subject of the second; 

Above still not only this, such as Aug. 01, 2017 the same day, when the "Philippine Star" false China will by 
HK$15,000.- to employ servants from Philippines to threaten Hong Kong after, the Phoenix TV also came 
forward: “…the British production of PCV13 pneumonia vaccine will be cheap to land China internal, before a 
large number of people in China to Hong Kong will no longer have…”, at this time, the Centre for Health 
Protection of HK at once to fall into a trap to surrender and immediately on the TV announced on public funds to 
free allowance for any eligible elder for shot PCV13 pneumonia vaccine!  But after the Phoenix TV at once not 
to keep one's words with a laugh to said that about department to answer not to know the facts…  

Also shown, in the HK hygiene scope have some group of “vaccine” of beneficiaries too!  What is the 
“Pneumococcal vaccine” stuff?  That is not yet already to show clearly germs and it still have the “vaccine” is 
available yet?  Obviously its intention is to first coax the old people to play “vaccine”, and after then coax the 
younger generation of HK to accept the vaccine to fool that is as easy as turning one's hand over!  

Just on the July 03, 2017, then I had sent a letter to the Director of Protocol Division there to point out: The 
ex-Secretary for Food and Health Ko Wing-man who also to received a letter I sent to the Director of Health Dr. 
Chan Hon-yee on Oct. 07, 2016 after, Ko Wing-man who already to received after, and depth perception if the 
letter that “home Health hygiene” widely known HK after, to see the doctor's citizen substantially to reduce 
inevitable and an average age to reach 120years upward is also nor difficult, but the Ko Wing-man to hand the 
propagate tool of government nor introduce for public and who first thought of his wine and meat friend now how 
to do?  Therefore, to urgently press by Ko Wing-man, the Hospital Authority at once to requests the acute 
disease room that charge to add 120% to HK$220.-; it despite the charge only to add for HK$180.-,  thus it 
can be seen, the HK’s health officials fully by without public mentality who to handle that already to be 
universally known! 

Therefore, that Kwok-Yung YUEN, Ho, Pak Leung and HUI Shu Cheong in this beneficiary consortium to 
impersonate what role that to merit deliberate already?!  

But most importantly is, as the chairman of the school committee you also has the medical expertise, so you 
have duty to change in textbooks no again to teach out some idiot doctor to injure hurt the community, this only 
can to ensure all young one generation of HK only can to shirk the disaster of vaccine：  

Such as at www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm main page, I had a letter to the Ting Yip Yin Mei of Postmaster 
General on Nov. 25, 2016, in the letter, her young staff is the victim of the vaccine has been unable to quibble! 

Another example recently as Democratic Party Lin Zijian arrests case, from www.ycec.com/HK/170816.gif  
be seen, police for TV videotape that false and there is a retake of forgery is obviously, who will be to bear the 
responsibility step down that is a small affairs, but at TV the superintendent of Miss Zheng Liqi who why still 
could be to give the final word to send out the arrest order?  And the superintendent also be under the age of 38 
as a sufferer of "vaccine" undoubtedly since July of 1997, yes or not?    

What is even more frightening is that most young journalists are also the same and no one is smart enough to 
verify!  

Not to mention I sued the ex-Chief Executive Donald Tsang Yam-kuen on 2005year, but your cousin Andrew 
Li Kwok-nang illegal ordered need not pleadings, so this great wars of vaccine for a long time and lead to a lot of 
pregnant women have also to be aborted, but fortunately, Donald before to leave office approval to destruction 
Vaccine so have contribution for entire Hong Kong!    

As seen from above, the victim of vaccines almost your student children before you at the office of Secretary 
for Education and very few survive, so your grieved mood have even ordinary people inevitable, otherwise, you have 
fame of Li Shek Men Family involved to plot to injure whole HK citizen that guilt will be in history is difficult to 
hide! 
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And Kwok-Yung YUEN, Ho, Pak Leung and HUI Shu Cheong, the three monster who lost their human nature, 
can only cheat citizen and lead to nearly two generations of people in Hong Kong to fools that sinner undoubtedly, so 
if you not be concerned with the group honor of HKU also must to take out the conscience of basic for benefits of 
public life with HK’s coming to be anxious, therefore, I think you will certainly at once to order to suspension to be 
dealt with severely of this three monster! 

And the vaccine war also surging within the international community, and as your President Peter William 
Mathieson why for February of this year to resign suddenly? This is still the vaccine war extension in the UK: 

See the www.ycec.com/911/eGate-UK.htm, in that to intervention by President Peter Mathieson inevitable 
but no achievements, at the internet has seen the text by Peter who admitted today’s Hong Kong complex 
environment unprecedented and can not to defend his core values so resign!   Later, when the Queen also 
know that if the British do not recognize the above my patents and compensation entry and exit control that 
e-passageway tort fees for me, in addition to loss for UK honor after, a large number of nationals will die early 
with cannot help it, and the Queen sooner or later will as Thai Bhumibol Adulyadej king or Lee Kuan Yew same 
early death will never to close one's eyes in death!  

 Therefore, the Queen angrily announced in advance order announce die signal of “London Bridge collapse” 
inform to the Premier Theresa Mary May ... , after the “no purpose” only in the dark with by large sums of money 
that can lure terror attack for London Bridge also repeatedly to occur…, with UK same background of European 
countries and terror attack by “lone wolf style” for Trump colleagues with “lone wolf style” trucks designedly to 
bump a crowd case in time is also not uncommon…; and identify vaccine false and harmful of Trump also being 
to strike back also to be there for all to see already…; 

Recently, such as India, because of CP China went all out prevent, so the UK was also in grief and 
indignation, but India clear-cut to capture Chinese domain respond, but CP China only can threaten by military 
maneuvers unceasingly!  Because CP China only for the consolidation his fool tool by vaccine means without 
losing, and still more to make gestures India to as CP China to open tort with stealthily to use still could be the 
face un-change the color and dare not do diplomacy to speak bluntly, so than a super hoodlum still more 
abashed, still more afraid to open discuss in the international community…, from my www.ycec.com that “open 
letters” and " advice harsh to the ear " two mail page of the international vaccine war information there are more 
exposed do not have to say at here now !   

That everyone will use, including the “freezing” treatment I had four invention will be sweeping the globe 
and chiliad steadfast, really none of the power politics can attempt to conceal after could, such as the medical 
profession if again to be perverse by citizen life to exchange benefits that will can not to tolerate!  

But no matter what, stop government health sector is no longer public funds vaccination poison the public has 
the same duty-bound in front of you, Sir, on account of Hong Kong's medical opinion as early as the Government's 
health policy in accordance with Dependent long time! 

As a result of the state of affairs serious, because all the HK hospital still have not “wash lungs”and 
“refrigeration” treatment can to lifesaving for citizen, any one the bereaved may require the cause of death court to 
explain really not death for nature and can to bring up the life indemnification, so this letter facsimile to all judges 
of cause of death court to see with file that was deservedly!  

In particular is, this letter is also related to all young people age below 18age as well as small children of 
HK citizen no longer for trick again to shot vaccine thus not growing up healthily, this letter at one time facsimile 
or email to all kindergartens, primary and secondary school leader and teachers to digest! 

This letter and the collective honor of HKU, CUHK to share joys and sorrows, the current college students 
are also the vaccine sufferer from Kwok-Yung YUEN, Ho, Pak Leung and HUI Shu Cheong three monsters and 
have know power by this letter to denounce with claims, so this letter will email to inform also!  

So far, more details can be viewed at the www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm. If you have any questions please call 
852 3618-7808 and look for me any time, this letter could be downloaded at: www.ycec.com/HK/170825.pdf for 
witness history! 

Regards!  

August 25, 2017                                             HKID: D188015(3) 

                                                            Lin Zhen Man  
This English text at: www.ycec.com/HK/170825e.pdf   
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All transcripts by facsimile to below: 
Each judge to keep & see of Coroner’s Court of HK 
Tel：3916 6204  Fax: 2568 1735 
Secretary for Food and Health (HWF/H/L/M/130 04)                     Tel: 2973-8119  Fax: 2521-0132 
Chen Hon-yee of Director of Health of HK 
to keep & see with each hospital                                      Tel: 2836 0077  Fax: 2836 0072 
Secretariat of the Medical Council of HK                              Tel: 2873 5131  Fax: 2554 0577 
ExCom Members of HK Journalists Association 
to keep & see with each reporter or medium                             Tel: 2591 0692  Fax: 2572 7329 
President and each professor of HK Academy of Medicine 
to keep with see                                                   Tel: 2871 8888  Fax: 2505 5577 
President and each professor of CUHK 
to keep with see                                                   Tel: 3943-8899  Fax: 2603-5828 
President and each professor of HK Baptist University 
to keep with see                                                   Tel: 3411-5261  Fax: 3411-7898 
President and each professor of HK Shue Yan University 
to keep with see                                                   Tel: 2570 7110  Fax: 2806-8044 
President and each professor of Chu Hai College (CHCHE) 
to keep with see                                                   Tel: 2408 9928  Fax: 2972-7324 
President and each professor of HKUST                      
to keep with see                                                   Tel: 2358 6113  Fax: 2358 0029 
Information Services Department of HK 
Ms. LI Choi Ling, Charling of PEO(Adm)                             Tel: 2842 8777  Fax: 2868 5609 
 Television Broadcasts Limited (TVB) 
Board of directors, Information Office & chief executive                  Tel: 2335 9122  Fax: 2358-1300 

All the Fax-Record only by Chinese  

 
 
 

This Chinese text at: www.ycec.com/HK/170825.pdf  & main page at: www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm 




